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Hip-hop rap artist and actor Ja Rule's return to Los Angeles was marred by violence and
security issues when Ja took to the stage at the legendary House Of Blues on Friday night.

  

The concert had already been flawed by sound problems earlier in the evening and many fans
had left the venue before the rapper, Ja Rule, appeared at 1 am.

  

Four songs into Ja’s set, a fight broke out in the audience prompting House of Blues officials to
step in eject several people from the venue.

  

One who attended the concert says, "The remainder of the set was somewhat distracted by a
steady flow of security issues. There were a lot of drunk people starting fights. At least four
fights broke out at the show and police were called to help venue security.”

  

"The fights basically broke out because the show started late, so the audience just drank.

  

"When Ja Rule came out, there was a mad rush of women to the front, so people got bumped
around and pushed. Some people got out of hand."

  

Earlier this week the Post reported that hip-hop rap artist and actor Ja Rule is now in the target
of the Brooklyn federal prosecutors.

  

Federal prosecutors have taken over the investigation into the caught-on-tape shootings of two
men, one fatally, outside a popular midtown Manhattan LQ nightclub after a party for the rapper
last Christmas.

  

This along with hip-hop record label CEO Irv "Gotti" Lorenzo, the founder of Murder Inc.’s
troubles and the current Ashanti lawsuit, things are well out of hand for the Inc. family.
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